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What if there were a land where people lived longer than anywhere else on earth, the rate of
obesity was the cheapest in the developed world, and women in their forties still appeared as if
they were within their twenties? Wouldn't you want to know their incredible secret?in this exciting
fresh book.and the key to the enduring health insurance and beauty of Japanese ladies–
Japanese-born Naomi Moriyama reveals the secret to her own high-energy, successful lifestyle–
JAPAN have the pleasure of eating one of the most delicious, nutritious, and naturally satisfying
cuisines in the world without denial, without guilt…and, yes, without getting fat or seeking old. If
you're tired of counting calories, counting carbs, and counting on getting disappointed with diets
that don't function and do not satisfy, it is time to discover one of the best-kept & most delicious
secrets for a wholesome, slimmer, and long-living way of life. She also spent much time basking
for the reason that other great middle of Japanese food tradition: her mother Chizuko's Tokyo
kitchen.for many years.Japanese home-design cooking. Japanese home-style cooking is not only
about sushi and natural fish but great, old-fashioned everyday-Japanese-mom's cooking food
that's stood the check of period– If you feel you've eaten Japanese meals, you haven't tasted
anything however.and waistlines– Now she brings the original secrets of her mother's kitchen to
you in a reserve that embodies an ideal marriage of character and culinary wisdom– Reflected in
this unique way of cooking will be the age-old traditional ideals of family and the abiding
Japanese like of simplicity, character, and good health. It is the kind of food that millions of
Japanese females like Naomi eat every day to stay healthy, thin, and youthful while seeking a
lively, successful, on-the-go way of life.From the Hardcover edition. You'll start feeling the huge
benefits that keep Japanese females among the youngest-searching in the world after your very
next meal! As a young girl living in Tokyo, Naomi Moriyama was raised in the food utopia of the
world, where fresh, simple, wholesome fare is certainly prized among the very best joys of life..
It's time to uncover the Japanese fountain of youth… Even better, it's fast, it's easy, and you could
start with something as simple as introducing brownish rice to your daily diet.
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Overpriced. Expensive book that includes a handful of recipes, a lot of anecdotes, some scientific
findings, and a lot of biases. Amazing story and tested recipes! Great book - even WITH kids
We've recently acquired this reserve and having made virtually all the recipes, I love it! Fairly
quick read. This is simply not a cook book . This book is not an accurate representation of
Japanese food, culture, aesthetics, lifestyle, or genetics.. Japanese diet offers you even more
energy! This is not a cook book (though it does have a couple dozen recipes) it is mostly an
evaluation of the Japanese diet and how it effects the health of japan. Informed through amusing
anecdotes and a astonishing sprinkling of scientific studies. Fairly quick read. There were a
couple interesting points, such as why land animals aren't part of a traditional diet. Everything I
have tried has been good. However, we've always controlled processed sugars intake rather than
infrequently had veggies for breakfast so this was not that much of a stretch. I really like the
recipes I really like the recipes. We've strict double criteria, that we consider not really disclosing
the secrets is the aesthetics. Also, there are numerous types of Japanese. It was an easy enough
read though.Also, when it says it cooks for 4, it's if you do the traditional rice, miso, entree and
multiple sides. The author, Naomi Moriyama, weaves useful recipes in with thoughts from her
childhood in Tokyo, practical advice for kitchen implements and items, and just the right amount
of historic culinary background. I understand many anorexic and/or bulimic women in Japan.
Good. One for lunch (for me personally) the next day. Five Stars I learned a whole lot about japan
culture, especially food, of course! great read This book is a superb read in the know. Very
beneficial...with many excellent ideas for Japanese cooking and food selections. Japanese
women life longer, healthier lives which book ... Japanese women life longer, healthier lives and
this book reveals why. For dinner I'd cook 2 dishes, have miso with tofu, and rice.Save your
valuable money- each meal should contain: clear-broth soup with simmered vegetables, 3/4 cup
rice, a little portion of proteins (4 oz fish, tofu, or a boiled egg), and a bit of fruit meant for
dessert. The writer does a superb job describing the home life/food existence of Japanese
cooking rather than the American stylized edition or the sushi bar. I've had a very easy period
making all the dishes and I am a complete convert to the Japanese Country Breakfast. My 5 year
outdated and my 1 year old consume the breakfast of egg, rice, broth and veggies. I think it
depends on what they ate prior to trying these dishes. It seems this book is approximately the
author and her family's encounters. Some of the ingredients have been harder to find within
central Florida, but Amazon has been a great resource for the majority of those items. I am off to
discover more Japanese home recipes! We live in Michigan so not ethnic center that New York is
normally and I am still able to discover an Asian grocery with most or all of the ingredients I am
searching for.? Very interesting? nice quality recipes too? Japanese Women Do get old and Do get
fat. As a Japanese American, I'm pretty accustomed to Western weeaboos--white individuals who
worship everything Japanese and think that they can somehow become not-white by glorifying
how much better all things Japanese are than everything Western. I definitely find with
incorporating the quality recipes and concepts into our diet that I am even more satisfied with
each meal and discover myself searching for "something lovely" or "feeling munchy" less often.
Five Stars Great book! I love it. I'm pretty accustomed to Western weeaboos--white individuals
who worship everything Japanese ... It makes all the difference! Because the author and her
family seem to be healthful and happy, she could have named, the Moriyama Family's Diet plan,
or something like that. It's sad when a Japanese person weebs themselves.. It isn't really a
precise anything; Although there is no statistics, the females who are not excess fat in Japan
possess 'hidden' eating disorders and mental disorders. A lot more, there's an arrogant elitism
that makes it feel like the writer really just wished to brag about her existence and how she's



therefore superior to you because she's Japanese and thin. It's just an attempt to capitalize on
Western fetishism for Japanese lifestyle and Japanese bodies, telling weebs "you can look like
the Japanese people you idolize if you eat this way" when it's no not the same as any other book
that advocates healthier elements and part control. One for me, one for the S/o. Be kind to
yourself - obtain an asian rice cooker. As a Japanese woman, I have to say that Japanese
Women 'DO' get aged and fat. Certainly a kid who has been used to more "regular" American
breakfast of frosty cereal and the like will see this vastly different. But it's sort of unfortunate
when you visit a Japanese person arrive to the West and begin to trust the hype about our very
own country, and then turn it into elitist BS like this. The reason why Japanese people are not too
obese generally is that Japanese Culture does not except obesity. Japanese lifestyle believes
that the extra fat people became fat due to laziness and immorality. Therefore, we Japanese,
especially women, are on diet and workout routines much even more than other folks in the
civilized countries. half the recipes in here aren't Japanese, they're just Western meals with
teriyaki or soy sauce. Nobody in Japan would reveal their dark sides. They are super delish. We'd
split it into about thirds.The writing, however, is a little too preachy for my taste. And some
Japanese are simply born to be skinny. Those Japanese women who stay skinny tend to have
narrow shoulders. Regardless of the contents of the book, the title is complete false, and as a
Japanese, she should be much more humble.
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